About Deeksha
and an Initiation WE

on 10 and 11 October 2015

A WE is organised by
Hilda Van Mulders;
trainer initiated by the Oneness
University in India.
Date: 10 and 11 october
Price for the W-End: 80 €
(225€ in other European countries) .

Subscription requested before
1 October.
More information about the program
of the WE : email address:
hildavm3@gmail.com and
mobile nr in Crete: 698 3659 102

Deeksha is a transmission of divine
energy, of oneness-energy that initiates
a journey to higher states of
consciousness. The level of consciousness of of a person determines her
quality of life experience. For instance:
one’s experience of the economical
crisis, the ability to handle misunderstanding in relationships,
what emotions will surge with a
health problem etc.
As the level of consciousness rises there
will be greater awareness, joy, love,
togetherness....

• The transmission is given as you see on the picture during one to three minutes and preferably
after a moment of meditation.
The result is a calming of the overactive fearful
parietal lobes, while the front lobes, where we
experience peace and joy, are activated.

• As deeksha-giver you are a transmitter of divine
energy.
• You help the world to evolve in states of awakening and higher levels of consciousness.
• You give service to humanity and mother earth; our
planet, which evolves very fast, needs many more
people who rise their frequencies.
• Whomever you give deeksha to, will be led consciously or unconsciously in a process of awakening
that will never stop.
• Deeksha brings advantages to people in function
of their needs. Each individual has his own speed of
awakening. For some the process is instantaneous
for many the process is an ongoing evolution depending on the whole being of the receiver.
• Most people have profound experiences of peace
and can feel, in the middle of important changes, a
deep inner calmness.
• You experience states of happiness without any
reason.

After your initiation you can give deeksha to
friends and family members, you can send intention deeksha’s, you can give yourself Deeksha, you
can organise meetings for friends and newcomers and give Deeksha to groups;
We will give you the instructions for leading a
group.
In a WE course called: AWAKENING COURSE you
are initiated as deeksha giver and transmitter of
this specific energy.

This course and Deeksha will
bring you personnaly:
- a progressive liberation of the power of
the mind.

• Deeksa is also called “Oneness blessing”. Its
origin is very old energy and is brought up-todate in 1989 by 2 avatars of Awakening in India:
Amma and Bhagavan who are the originators of
the Oneness University.

- deepening of your own growth process.
- become a channel of awakening energy.
- a deeper contact with you Higher conciousness or Inner Divine.

• Deeksha is not limited or linked to any religion or
tradition.

- the new vision of how to transform your

• Deeksha breaks negative patterns and conditioning which hinder the progress in the external world. In the inner world it dissolves the old
emotional charges.

emotions and old charges.
- simple happiness without reason.
- to be initiated as a Deeksha giver

